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1. Introduction 

This report has been prepared by Incomes Data Research (IDR) and, as requested, it provides 

market salary data for the following role(s):  

 

• IT Services Manager 

 

2. Market salary data 

This section presents the market salary data. We aim to provide a minimum of three sources 

of information for each job to enable ‘triangulation’ of the results, and thereby provide the 

widest possible assessment of the market for this role.  

 

2.1. Market data 

The tables in the following sections provide the aggregate market salary for a full-time IT 

Services Manager 

 

2.1.1. Recruitment data 

The data in this section is based on analysis of recruitment salaries for a similar role(s). It is a 

guide to starting pay for these roles, and in some cases also provides a guide to the maximum 

that might be achieved. 

 

Head of IT, South West England 

Job role Range £pa Typical £pa 

Head of IT 50,000-80,000 67,000 

Source: Hay Salary and Recruiting Guide 2018. 

  



 
 

 

 

2.1.2. NHS data 

In this section we provide information on the salary range for the pay band likely to cover 

comparator jobs in the NHS. The NHS, with 1.2m staff is the largest employer in the UK and as 

such plays a key role in influencing market for many non-medical roles, particularly in 

education, given the links between parts of higher education and the NHS. 

 

IT Manager’s in the NHS are typically employed on Band 8c and the current salary range is 

between £61,777 and £72,597 a year outside of London and high-cost areas in the South 

East/South.  

 

Roles based in high-cost areas qualify for the following supplements: 

• Inner London – 20% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £4,400 and a 

maximum payment of £6,778; 

• Outer London – 15% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £3,723 and a 

maximum payment of £4,744; 

• Fringe – 5% of basic salary, subject to a minimum payment of £1,019 and a maximum 

payment of £1,763. 

  



 
 

 

2.1.3. IDR data 

The following tables contain data from IDR Pay Benchmarker, our internal database of salary 

information. This data has been collected by IDR directly from employers and employee bodies 

through surveys and data collection for the IDR Pay Benchmarker service. 1 

 

IT Function Head, whole economy, job level 91 

Job 

level 

Company 

count 

Lower 

quartile 

Median Upper 

quartile 

Average 

Level 9 46 £68,370 £80,462 £108,642 £89,715 

Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker. 

 

 

IT Function Head, job level 9 - sector breakdown 

Sector/industry Company 

count 

Lower 

quartile 

Median Upper 

quartile 

Average 

Public sector 13 £68,797 £72,209 £82,588 £78,416 

Private sector 17 £80,000 £98,000 £115,175 £98,166 

Not-for-

profit/voluntary 9 - £64,000 - £65,153 

Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker. 

 

 

IT Function Head, job level 9 - regional breakdown 

Region Company 

count 

Lower 

quartile 

Median Upper 

quartile 

Average 

National 44 £65,000 £82,559 £113,295 £94,072 

South West 11 £73,547 £90,000 £111,714 £96,206 

Source: IDR Pay Benchmarker. 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                         
1 Refers to the IDR Job Level. These typically cover the following: 1 and 2, admin, support and manual 

roles; 3 and 4, secretarial and craft roles; 5 and 6, vocational and supervisory; 7 and 8, professional 
and managerial; 9, senior management; 10a and 10b, directors; 11, senior director/chief executive. 



 
 

 

3. Job advertisements 

This section details current comparable vacancies from our database of advertised positions. 

 

3.1. Data and summary 

 

IT Services Manager – advertised positions summary 

 Minimum Maximum 

Average £65,003 £76,743 

 

IT Services Manager - job advertisements 

Reference 

ID 
Organisation Job title Min Max Hours Location 

AC824 University of 

Cambridge 

Head of 

Infrastructure 

£71,404 £90,411 Full Time Cambridge 

IN386 Southport and 

Ormskirk 

Hospital NHS 

Trust  

Head of 

Information 

Technology 

£61,777 £72,597 Full Time Southport 

IN387 Lloyds Banking 

Group  

IT Services 

Manager 

£55,800 £74,400 Full Time London 

IN388 Kew Gardens Head of IT 

Transformation  

£59,638 £71,647 Full Time London 

IN389 Police Scotland Head of IT 

Systems  

£71,400 £71,400 Full Time Glasgow 

IN390 Elliot IT Environments 

Manager  

£70,000 £80,000 Full Time Basingstoke 

 

3.2. Job advertisements 

The following pages present the job advertisements for the above vacancies.  



Head of Infrastructure

University of Cambridge - University Information Services 

Location: Cambridge 

Salary: £71,404 to 
£90,411 

Hours: Full Time

Contract Type: Permanent

Placed On: 21st June 
2019

Closes: 21st July 
2019

Job Ref: VC19520

View Employer Profile

Apply

The University Information Services (UIS) is seeking to appoint a Head of 
Infrastructure who will have primary responsibility for the definition and 
provisioning of the infrastructure technology services that support the 
operational business functions outlined above.

We are looking for an experienced manager with an established reputation in 
managing the operation of a large IT organisation within a complex 
environment. This is a unique opportunity to be a leader in a world renowned 
university. The successful candidate will:

• Be a creative and inspirational leader
• Have a passion for continuous improvement, with a solid track record 

of empowering teams to deliver exceptional service
• Be commercially astute with excellent financial acumen and analytic 

reasoning

UIS provides the digital infrastructure at the heart of the University's world-
leading education and research. This includes delivering the IT applications 
and systems that support 12,000 staff and over 20,000 students and 
researchers. Reporting to the COO are eight Heads of Division, covering 
Departmental Operations; Large Systems; Development and Operations; 
Infrastructure; User Experience; Delivery Management; Research Computing 
Services (incorporating the fastest academic high-performance computer in 
the UK); and Institutional Relations.

This will require the application of a wide range of skills, knowledge and 
experience, in order to ensure that business critical IT services continue to 
operate to expected service levels and are appropriately scaled to meet 
growing demand for IT services throughout the University. This will require a 
thorough understanding of technologies from the desktop to the datacentre. 
The role holder will be a key knowledge expert and contributor to the 
definition and continual service improvement of UIS Service Management 
(SM) standards and strategy, and will act as a champion and ambassador for 
the adoption of professional SM methods and processes, both within UIS and 
across the wider University business and IT communities. The role will require 
the day-to-day management of a team of IT professionals (circa FTE) who will 



collectively utilise their knowledge, skills and experience, in a wide range of 
technical disciplines, to deliver high quality technology infrastructure services 
to the University, ensuring that services are maintained and delivered 
effectively and efficiently to meet the University's business needs.

The role will require a high degree of liaison with key UIS and University 
stakeholders, in order to ensure that technology infrastructure services are 
correctly specified, planned, controlled and delivered in the most beneficial 
and cost-effective manner. The role requires the holder to attend application 
and project technical groups to ensure that infrastructure requirements are 
configured correctly to meet the project requirements.

The role will be responsible for ensuring all technology infrastructure services 
are compliant with UIS and University governance, quality and operational 
policy and processes. The role holder chairs the UIS Infrastructure Change 
Advisory Board to ensure changes do not impact current systems operations 
and ensure full impact analysis and risks are properly managed.

The role holder will be required to utilise their skills and knowledge of Service 
Management methods (e.g. ITIL) and processes in the formation, and 
promotion, of SM as a professional discipline within UIS and the wider 
University.

Advert information

Type / Role:

Professional or Managerial

Subject Area(s):

IT

Library Services & Information Management

Location(s):

South East England



Apply Now

Saved

Information Technology Specialist jobs in Southport PR8

Head of Information Technology
Southport and Ormskirk Hospital NHS Trust - Southport PR8

£61,777 - £72,597 a year

Southport PR8

£61,777 - £72,597 a year

An exciting opportunity has an arisen for an enthusiastic, self-motivated individual to lead the Trust’s IT 

Department in playing its vital part in the Trust’s ambition to provide excellent services. 

A revamped Trust Board, with a new Chair, Chief Executive, Chief Nursing Officer and Chief Medical 

Officer is leading the journey towards improved clinical services supported by modern digital hospital 

hospitals recognised by the national ratings systems. 

That journey is dependent on an ambitious programme of expansion of the Trust’s Electronic Patient 

Records system along with investment in the Trust’s IT infrastructure to deliver a multi-site Trust that is 

a specialist in the delivery of care for older people, is a hub for routine planned care from dedicated 

facilities, is part of an integrated care system and is a great place to work. 

Your proven strategic vision, excellent leadership and strong record of success will support our delivery 

of safe, effective and high quality services in a financially challenged environment. 

You will work with a dedicated, knowledgeable team that covers clinical application, end user, 

infrastructure, cyber security, telephony, interface management, web development and IT project 

management services. You will also work closely with your counterparts in our Clinical Business Units 

to support and enhance their clinical services through the use of information technology. 

Frequent interactions with Directors, clinicians, operational managers and external stakeholders will 

require excellent communication skills. 

Additionally, the ideal candidate will have a high degree of technical skills, a continuous improvement 

approach, be an inspirational leader and have a good working knowledge of NHS technical standards 

and procurement processes.
Southport and Ormskirk Hospital NHS Trust - 7 days ago - report job - original job



Apply Now

Saved

IT Service Manager
Lloyds Banking Group - London

£55,800 - £74,400 a year

London

£55,800 - £74,400 a year

Summary 

IT Customer Journey Service Manager with full accountability for the delivery of day to day IT service 

provision to aligned business. This role is the Director point of escalation for IT issues both in the 

aligned business and LBG IT Service provisions. 

Job Description 

As the UK's largest Retail, Digital and Commercial bank our Group has a huge responsibility to support 

the UK economy and help it prosper whilst putting customers at the heart of everything we do. 

We're also in the middle of a three year, £3bn, transformation programme - putting unprecedented 

levels of investment into our platforms, people and data capabilities to build the bank of the future. 

And as one of our Customer Journey Service Managers you'll help us make our ‘Helping Britain 

Prosper’ plan possible by ensuring the best colleague and customer IT experiences through the 

protection, maintenance and improvement of key information services. 

Working within our Enterprise Technology Services function you’d have the following 

responsibilities: 

• Full accountability for the delivery of day to day IT service provision and disaster recovery 

position to your aligned business. 

• Be the Director level point-of-escalation for IT issues both in the aligned business and across 

the wider function. 

• Being the Protector of the production service whilst also balancing, facilitating and enabling 

changes during a challenging period of large-scale investment 

• Establishing and nurturing a collaborative culture built on trusting relationships to develop 

services in line with objectives that deliver great end user experiences 

Lloyds Banking Group

1,574 reviews
Read what people are saying about working here.



• To resolve and lead on operational instability and represent customer and colleague impacts 

through service plans and as a result of Critical and High severity incidents to improve service 

propositions. 

• Additionally you’d benefit from the following opportunities: 

• To be an embedded partner with key transformational teams and developing the strong working 

partnerships needed to ensure seamless delivery. 

• You’ll get to drive the appropriate actions in partnership with Problem Management to work 

through root causes, embed organisational learning and ensure adverse trends are closely 

monitored. 

• Without any direct reports you’ll be able to draw upon and inspire matrix-managed teams to 

ensure objectives relating to your Service are met. 

What are we looking for on your CV? 

• A background in end-to-end Service Account Management gained in a similarly large, complex 

and technology-led organisation dealing day-to-day with very senior customers. 

• A general understanding how technologies and platforms interact with customers and 

colleagues. 

• An extensive working knowledge of industry standards and practices relating to Service 

Management, including product details and regulatory obligations. 

And wider Service experience or knowledge across the following speciality areas would be 

beneficial but aren’t essential: 

• Cloud / Automation 

• Tooling or Systems Thinking 

• Agile/Scrum methodology 

• Cost of Service experience 

• AI, Robotic Process Automation and/or Machine Learning 

And what about you as a person? 

• You’ll evidence a track record of collaboration and relationship building with internal customers, 

particularly with Engineering Leads to deliver a seamless IT Service experience for colleagues 

and customers. 

• You’ll possesses amazing inter-personal skills and an influential personality in order to motivate 

and inspire others with the skill to broker mutual outcomes conducive to the organisation’s 

objectives 

• You’ll also possess the ability to communicate ideas and information clearly and tailor this in a 

manner appropriate to the audience to secure wide consensus, impact and results. 

• And you’re an innovator – actively and continuously evolving service metrics to protect and 

improve your service while remaining cost effective and in tune with industry developments. 

What is the give/get? 

You’d be expected to join our on call rota (approx. 1 in 8) and we’ll reward this commitment well. We’re 

also able to offer elements of flexible working such as job-shares, homeworking etc. as long as you’re 

a reasonable commute to one of our hub sites and can show the flexibility to be where you’re needed 



IT Manager jobs in London

Jobs at Lloyds Banking Group in London

IT Manager salaries in London

most. 

We’ll also reward your expertise with a comprehensive package that includes: 

• A salary ranging from c£55k to c£74k (to c£88k in London) depending on skills, experience and 

location 

• An on target performance-related bonus of c20% 

• 4% of your salary paid to you in flex cash 

• Car/car allowance 

• 30 days holiday 

• Private medical benefit 

• Share schemes 

• Generous pension contribution 

• Colleague products and discounts 

We’re passionate developing our people and just as passionate about equal opportunity - ensuring our 

colleagues represent the communities we serve. 

So if you have the Service Management skills, personal attributes and outlook we’re seeking then get 

in touch, we’d love to hear from you. 

At Lloyds Banking Group, we're driven by a clear purpose; to help Britain prosper. Across the 

Group, our colleagues are focused on making a difference to customers, businesses and 

communities. With us you'll have a key role to play in shaping the financial services of the 

future, whilst the scale and reach of our Group means you'll have many opportunities to learn, 

grow and develop. 

We're focused on creating a values-led culture and are committed to building a workforce 

which reflects the diversity of the customers and communities we serve. Together we’re 

building a truly inclusive workplace where all of our colleagues have the opportunity to make a 

real difference.

Lloyds Banking Group - 6 days ago - report job - original job
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Head of IT Transformation
Kew Gardens - Kew Gardens

£59,638 - £71,647 a year

Kew Gardens

£59,638 - £71,647 a year

Kew is the world’s leading botanic gardens, at the forefront of plant and fungal science, a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site and a major visitor attraction.

We want a world where plants and fungi are understood, valued and conserved – because our lives 

depend on them.

We use the power of our science and the rich diversity of our gardens and collections to provide 

knowledge, inspiration and understanding of why plants and fungi matter to everyone.

With the autonomy that a role of this nature brings, you will report into the Chief Information Officer and 

manage a small team of highly skilled IT professionals who will deliver these major strategic 

programmes and projects.

You will be confident working at Board level and with complex stakeholders, be a strong relationship 

builder and communicator who is able to cultivate, manage, and prioritise projects and the 

requirements of numerous user groups. Organisationally, technology change is being driven at Kew 

that requires great coordination and control.

With experience of having overseen leading technology change programmes, technical design and 

technical road mapping, you will pay a key role in defining and introducing best IT practices, 

compliance and IT security. You will be able to demonstrate a successful track record in large scale IT 

change programmes and, ideally, have experience of introducing and running a technology 

governance function. Essentially, you will be a strong strategic thinker, up to date with the latest 

programme management techniques and with the ability to work under pressure, to deadline and to 

budget, to meet the high expectations a role of this nature requires.

We offer a fantastic range of benefits including a broad range of Learning and Development 

opportunities, with access to the Civil Service training curriculum, generous annual leave entitlement 

for new starters, family friendly policies, a choice of competitive pensions and flexible benefits scheme.

If you are interested in this position, please submit your application through the online portal, by 

clicking “Apply for this job”.

Kew Gardens

20 reviews
Read what people are saying about working here.



Jobs at Kew Gardens in Kew Gardens

We are committed to equality of opportunity and welcome applications from all sections of the 

community. We guarantee to interview all disabled applicants who meet the essential criteria for the 

post.

No agencies please

Kew Gardens - 9 days ago - report job - original job
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Head of IT Systems
Police Scotland - Glasgow

£71,400 a year  -  Permanent

Glasgow

Permanent

£71,400 a year

JOB PURPOSE

The Head of IT Systems is responsible for leading and setting strategic direction in the development, 

design, deployment and management of ICT systems to a number of teams of professional staff

The Head of IT Systems also proactively maintains and ensures the availability of systems on the 

Police Scotland infrastructure in line with Service Level Agreements.

ACCOUNTABILITIES AND MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES

1.Leadership and management of the Systems department, in accordance to HR policy, corporate 

objectives, ICT standards and key performance indicators in order to achieve high quality and 

excellence in service provision.

2.Responsible for managing the Systems teams, including recruitment, creation of personal 

development plans, training needs analysis and general development in line with best-practice 

procedures and technologies. To set the direction and performance expectations of the systems teams 

and to ensure coaching of direct reports.

3.Ensure team compliance with safe working practices, Police Scotland policies,

4. Health & Safety standards and relevant legislation in respect of all work undertaken.

5.Assist the Chief Technology Officer in the preparation and control of annual department budget by 

defining the budgets required to run the systems ensuring the supply chain delivers their contracted 

services

6.Deputise for the Chief Technology Officer where required.

7.Ensure that the confidentiality, integrity and availability of technical solutions under the ownership of 

the systems department is maintained and in line with best practices.

8.Defining, delivering and improving the in-life management and support of systems services used by 

Police Scotland.

9.Build and maintain business stakeholder relationships to ensure the successful delivery of IT 

Services that meets the requirements of Police Scotland.

10.Responsible for the Identification and delivery of innovative solutions and new strategic initiatives

11.Ensures that research and development initiatives and technology plans are effectively aligned with 

Police Scotland

79 reviews
Read what people are saying about working here.



the Police Scotland corporate strategy and departmental business plans.

Overall responsibility for systems related research and development, solution design and systems 

integration

12.Meeting defined service level agreements on system availability

13.Assisting the CTO in the development and implementation of the ICT strategy and blueprint, 

formulating and reviewing/updating the function’s direction, and in aligning all solutions with the overall 

ICT strategy/roadmap.

14.Delivering systems related projects on time and within budget.

15.Ensuring the design of systems meets business service levels.

16.Identification of changing conditions that change the department’s risk profile and providing suitable 

escalation of newly identified risks and leading on risk mitigation actions.

17.Provide assistance to the Technology and Application Development functions which will allow the 

delivery of innovative solutions to support the reduction of the overall IT landscape.

18.Key responsibility will be to ensure that the confidentiality, integrity and availability of technical 

solutions under the ownership of the systems department is maintained and in line with best practices.

19.Development and meeting of efficiency savings as required, delivering effective and efficient 

services and preparation of business case to allow allocation of budget to department.

20.Collective responsibility with ICT Senior Management Team to ensure that corporate 

communications are effectively and timely relayed to all staff within ICT services.

21.The above list is not exhaustive of all duties undertaken and at times there will be the need to 

undertake other duties consistent with the role or grade as directed by Line Manager.

22.Negotiating with and influencing other ICT business unit peers (heads of department and function), 

customers at the business unit level, and suppliers at an account manager or director level on ICT 

requirements solutions and services

23.Will be responsible for managing and assessing risk within all areas of managerial/supervisory 

responsibility.

The above accountabilities and responsibilities are not exhaustive, and the Jobholder may be required 

to undertake additional duties that are consistent with the level and grading of the role.

ESSENTIAL

Degree in related technical discipline or a combination of qualifications and relevant experience

Highly experienced in management of geographically dispersed teams that support a diverse range of 

enterprise level technologies including: Servers; Exchange; Data centre technologies; Storage Area 

Networks; Core back-office applications; Storage; Virtualisation technologies; Active Directory; Desktop 

provisioning; Application/System monitoring technologies.

Very strong background in leading IT Infrastructure teams and implementation of solutions at an 

Enterprise level.

Proven track record of managing and delivering complex, large scale technology projects including 

technical merger projects.

Proven experience of effectively leading an ICT department or service, within a large scale, complex 

organisation.

Highly developed written and verbal communication skills, excellent soft-skills, and ability to motivate 

and positively influence all levels of management.

Experienced in chairing meetings, workshops and presenting.

Expert level knowledge in the application of best practices and industry standard.

A good working knowledge of Information Security best practices.

A good understanding of the principles of budget preparation and management to ensure best value.

Experience of working with and managing 3rd party suppliers and vendors.

An underlying knowledge of Networks and Firewalls.



Good understanding of risk management.

Excellent prioritisation and organisational skills.

Ability to work under pressure.

Excellent analytical /problem solving skills.

Excellent negotiation and supplier management skills.

A DRIVING LICENCE IS: Not required

ANY SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS PERTINENT TO THE POST: No

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

This full time post is permanent and requires Management Vetting and Security Clearance. You will 

work 35 hours per week, Monday – Friday 9am – 5pm

The following Managerial competencies will be used for the selection process:

1. Respect for Diversity

2. Service Delivery

3. Personal Effectiveness

4. Partnership Working

5. Leadership

6. Effective Communication

7. Team Working

8. Problem Solving

9. Personal Awareness

10. Management Ability

11. Job Knowledge

INTERVIEW GUARANTEE

The Scottish Police Authority / Police Scotland is committed to positive action in the recruitment and 

selection of people with disabilities. We guarantee an interview to any applicant who has a disability, as 

defined under the Equality Act 2010, and who meets the essential criteria for the post. Please regard 

this as an opportunity to let us help you. Tell us of any aspects which could present difficulties and any 

suggestions for overcoming these.

Please provide information about your disability, relevant to the post applied for. This information 

assists us to consider your application on its merits and avoids assumptions being made.

In some cases this information is important in terms of health and safety, access to work locations, or 

alerting us to any potential needs for aids / adjustments in the workplace.

RESIDENCY AND ELIGIBILITY TO WORK IN THE UK

Please provide dates that you have continuously resided in the UK for the last 5 years. This consists of 

having the legal right to work in the UK or provide details of your right to work documents.

CV's will be considered for this vacancy. For an application pack:

Visit: https://www.scotland.police.uk/recruitment/police-staff/org-current-vacancies/568052/

Call: 01355 566350. Please quote reference number R110/19

Job Types: Full-time, Permanent

Salary: £71,400.00 /year

9 days ago - report job
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IT Environments Manager
Elliot - Basingstoke

£70,000 - £80,000 a year  -  Permanent

Basingstoke

Permanent

£70,000 - £80,000 a year

• Environment Manager, Environment Management, Non-Production, Test, Automation, 

Cloud/DevOps

• ITIL, ITSM, Service Management, Test, QA

• Package: £75k-£80k plus excellent benefits

Would you like to work in an autonomous role as Environment Manager leading the Environment 

strategy for one of the UK’s leading brands?

Do you have the ability to influence senior stakeholders, manage multiple programmes and drive 

delivery through people?

If the answer is yes, then this role can offer you all that and a whole lot more. As Environment Manager 

you will own the planning, delivery and support of all Non-Production environments. You will provide 

governance across the Test Environments and review the Delivery Roadmap to ensure the 

environments can meet demand and highlight any risks to Senior Management Team.

Benefits: 

• £5k Car Allowance

• Employer matched pension scheme

• Private medical

• 25 days holiday

• Subsidised restaurant

This position will offer you great responsibility and ownership of Environment Management strategy for 

one of the UK’s leading brands.

Apply now so you don’t miss out! Don’t worry if your CV isn’t up to date, we can always sort that at a 

later date.

INDIT

Job Types: Full-time, Permanent



Environmental Manager jobs in Basingstoke

Jobs at Elliot in Basingstoke

Environmental Manager salaries in Basingstoke

Salary: £70,000.00 to £80,000.00 /year

Experience:

• Azure or Cloud: 1 year (Preferred)

• Automation of Environment Management: 1 year (Preferred)

• Environment Management: 1 year (Preferred)

15 days ago - report job
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